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BioscopE
Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Smart Farming:
how Galileo help farmers to improve

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

(Can we do the same with Copernicus?)

Tamme van der Wal
AeroVision BV / UNIFARM
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About AeroVision

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

• AeroVision is a small but effective consultancy
firm in the Netherlands;
• Our mission is to deliver strategic advice to users
of geospatial technology to improve their
businesses;
• We are independent from any manufacturer, data
provider or technology;
• Our main strength is to bring people together and
help them to address and remove barriers for
innovation;

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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BioscopE
Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
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Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Handsfree Farming

BioscopE

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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GNSS in Agriculture

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
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Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Setting the Scene

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Setting the Scene

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Remote Sensing
Yield prediction
(N, H2O, product)

VRA

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

Area
Measurement

IT integration

Soil mapping

GIS-integration
Biomass
monitoring

VehicleTracking

Data exchange

Soil sampling
Machine guidance

Spraying DSS (meteo)
Section control
Yield monitor
Management software

robots
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Setting the Scene

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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State-of-the-Art

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Three Motors

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
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Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Survey Netherlands

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
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Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
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However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
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Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Introduction MoveRTK

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

•
•

Individual base stations less efficient
Situation in 2009:
Network MoveRTK

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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BioscopE Farmers Business Case - Potato
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
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However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
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Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
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Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Business case (GNSS only!!)

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

• 280 !/ha ! = ! 28.000,- per 100 ha per year!

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

• Needs to cover investments in

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

– Equipment
– Data and
– knowledge

• ! Contractors
• ! Collectives
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Why is GNSS a success?

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

• Earns money:

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.

– Fuel savings 10-15%
– Higher productivity (per farmer)
– Efficient use of resources

Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

• Improves cultivation practices:
– Day and Night (peak times)
– Less fatigue
– Less driving skills needed

• Simple:
– ‘Embodied’ knowledge
– Fast learning
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BCan
we do the same in Remote Sensing?
Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

• Can we build a business case for the farmer? Can
we get our funding from the user (rather than
from subsidies)?

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

• What can we learn from other (earlier) initiatives?
• How can we make a difference?
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
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However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
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Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

View movie (and more) at: http://www.fieldcopter.eu/
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Uptake of VRA is still very low

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

- It is complicated;
- It is expensive;
- It requires skills, investments, etc.

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

It requires to change
the way farmers work!
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Akkerweb portal with
various Apps (in development)

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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Conclusion

Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.

• In Europe, PA starts with GNSS

However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.

– GNSS is major enabler for precision agriculture
– Galileo is important to increase #space vehicles

Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.

Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.

• Business case GNSS is clear (even small farms)
• Business case Remote Sensing needs development
• Promoting PA will save costs, but also
– Reduce environmental footprint of agriculture
– Help Europe’s climate ambitions (fuels, fertiliser, etc.)
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Satellite images bring the ability to capture a wide
area in one go, and to acquire systematic,
standardized and up-to-date information. Both
farmers and nature managers can use these for
their field observations.
However, while farmers need sharp images to direct
fertilizer and crop protection to those parts of the
crop needing it, in crucial parts of the season clouds
often block a clear look from space.
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Nature managers are also looking for more efficient
and objective ways to monitor their efforts, to
preserve and improve the quality of nature terrains,
while needing images especially in the vegetation
season.
Where satellite imagery is not sufficient in terms of
resolution (spatial), coverage (clouds), or timing
(short term planning), BIOSCOPE will acquire
imagery using Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). UAS
are a less noisy and more sustainable alternative to
airplanes with a much greater image detail than
satellites. The objective of this study thus is to
create a combined on-demand UAS & satellite
service that will provide both types of users, making
the service more reliable reliable, more robust, and
more adaptable to the needs. Thereby the service
fosters a wider use of satellite imagery.
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